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Note: Attempt only Five Questions.

Qr/ Chlorine is produced by the reaction:
4HC11g; + Oz(e) **---**:? 2HzOG1+ 2C14st

With exces s air 20o/o. If the conversion is 80 %, how much heat of product stream (MIp) at 700 oC per
one mole o

'.,x,., ' 10'3+, AHzss' J/mole ii..ri 
.a

HCI s.699 0.801 1 .01s NH+NO:t't -365.56 1s 1.08
Oz 3.639 0.506 -0.227 NH++(uq) -132.s1 tt3.4

HzO 3.470 t.450 0.t2t NO:laq) -205.0 146.4
Nz 3.280 0.593 0.040
Clz 4.442 0.089 -0.344

(20 Marks)
Q2/ A) Determine two parameters used to predict spontaneity of the process, then determine when each

one from them is useful in dealing with different conditions of the process. State their
relationship with enthalpy change (10 Marks)

B) Use data in the above table for the following reaction:

NHaNO3l'1 NH+*(rq) + Nog-(aq)

a) Is the reaction spontaneous at standard conditions?
b) Will this reaction be spontaneous at 180 "C?

c) Determine the spontaneity conditions for this reaction. (10 Marks)
Qr/ What is the maximum temperature that can reached by the combustion of methane with 40o/o excess

air? Both methane and air enter the burner at25oC.

) ii,,., ]

CHa -74,520 1.702 9.081 -2.164
COz -393,509 5.457 1.045 1.t57
HzO -24l,glg 3.470 1.450 0.121

(20 Marks)

for an ideal gas, by beginning from the differential first law

le of the ins HCI?

Qtl
(A) For closed system adiabatic processes

of Thermodynamic prove that:

W-RT,y-l
(B) By the begiruring from the differential first

efficiency of Carnot Engine.
o
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(10 Marks)
an expression for

(10 Marks)

For.Qi" For Qt
106 c 10-s D o



Qs/ For the following Figure, give define of each

Given that: Tr:Tz:1800 K
Pr: 10 bar, Pz: 3 bar, Pr 2bar
CP:3.5R, Cr':2.5R
R:8.418 J/mol. K

process and calculate AU, AH, e & W.

(20 Marks)
Volume

Qo/
(A) Define five of the following:
(catalyst, close system, boiling point, adiabatically process, steady state process, & state function).

(B) For an ideal gas with constant heat capacities show the pressure change from pr to pz, the sign of
AS of an isothermal change is opposite that for a constant volume change.

(20 Marks)
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